**Technology**

**Innovative modular furniture made of solid timber** Tavoli modular furniture is a sophisticated patent-protected system combining top-grade quality, timeless design and active climate protection. It enables ad-lib mixing and matching of boards and legs. Use all of your creativity assembling benches, dining and coffee-tables, sideboards etc. It’s fast and accurate.

1. NEW This furniture system is designed to generate additional customer benefit and to target entirely new customer segments. It provides generous room for creativity in furniture construction and interior design while making life easy for customers thanks to prepared joining.

2. DIY Tavoli modular furniture is one of the few product ranges producing added value for customers as well as higher sales. It elegantly appeals to customers in both DIY stores and furniture businesses. DIY customers enter stores inspired by ideas and hoping to turn them into reality. Customers of furniture businesses have their minds set on modular systems, high-grade quality and ease of assembly. Tavoli modular furniture unites those two customer segments in one single market yet untapped in the retail trade.

**Free rein** The entire system hinges upon an ingenious joining procedure. A solid joining plate made of high-grade zinc-coated steel connects pre-drilled legs and boards with to-the-millimetre accuracy. The screw-retained connection is very stable and concealed after assembly owing to expertly milled slots on the legs. Legs are supplied in packages of two including all pieces required for assembly.

---

**Properties**

**Prospects**

Our modular furniture system presents almost unlimited possibilities for you and your end users. As a distribution partner, you will be enabled to flexibly adapt the system to your criteria, i.e. regional customer needs or the varying shelf and space requirements in different markets.

1. Choose from various types of high-grade timber to devise your product range, and define their qualities.
2. Select different board sizes and leg dimensions, or simply define your own.
3. All solid-timber components are finished with high-grade UV-curing oil.

**Single-source supply** Prodex is a single-source provider even at the POS. We design and install points of sale to your specifications, or deliver our tried and tested neutral POS. It goes without saying that we will also draft product documentation to match your CI. Alternatively we will deliver our fine products wrapped in our Tavoli packaging line.
All products and systems by Produx are manufactured in Europe, using state-of-the-art equipment. They are designed for durability and highly varied use. High quality requirements are defined as early as the stage of development.

Products by Produx are made of wood, a renewable resource. Swiss wood is used whenever possible. Any wood used originates from sustainable forestry and is FSC or PEFC-certified as a general rule.

Products by Produx are manufactured and tested in compliance with stringent European standards. As a general rule, formaldehyde-free adhesives are used for bonding. All products meet class-E1 emissions requirements.

Systems by Produx stand their ground every day and are widely used throughout Europe. All products and systems are CE-marked whenever possible.

Produx supplies high-grade DIY products to all of Europe. Produx is known for excellent support and personalised customer service in various languages.

Produx is your innovative partner for sustainable high-grade wood-based DIY products. All products and systems are developed and manufactured in compliance with Swiss quality standards.